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* NEW REVISED & EXPANDED EDITION 2017: INCLUDES IMAGES FROM THE NASA

CURIOSITY ROVER *- 166 Black/White photos (66 in colour, Kindle edition only) -- Why has NASA

not announced to the world the greatest scientific discovery ever made in the history of space

exploration?- Do you want to know what has REALLY been discovered by the Orbiters and Rovers

on the planet Mars?While scientists spend billions of dollars confirming that microbes live in the

Martian soil, people sitting at home on their computers studying the Mars images, are making far

more astounding discoveries...they have found the possible archaeological remains of an

extraterrestrial civilization!Hard to believe? Well, this challenging book invites you to take a look at

the astounding pictures yourself and make up your own mind...- SECRET MARS presents over 100

incredible images taken by American and European spacecraft that reveal possible evidence of a

civilization that once lived and may still live, on the planet Mars...powerful evidence that scientists

are ignoring!- SECRET MARS reveals the shocking reason why NASA are forbidden to tell the

world about what has been found..."All I'm saying is take a look at the strange geometrical objects in

these pictures from Mars. Most of them may just be odd-looking rocks, but if just ONE of these is

artificial and it doesn't say 'Made by NASA' on it, then we have some serious questions to ask,

beginning with 'Well, who DID make it?'" - M J Craig, author of Secret Mars
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Not a bad book - not a great book on the kindle because the pictures all seem to be blurry (or at

least not really sharp). Some points made seem to be valid and some of the pictures (that show

some detail) do look to be of a non-natural origin but as the author constantly states; could be a trick

of the eyes, poor lighting, shading, etc... Not sure if any of it is real but I do agree with the author's

contention that it appears that NASA has no interesting in really finding signs of any kind of life on

Mars and if it did find it, would not report it (at the very least, a few of the pictures provided seem to

warrant "some" investigation, if only to refute conspiracy theorists - but what do we get; "nothing to

see here, move along"). I mean, how many billions of dollars need to be spent on rovers that can

only look and test rocks and not go anywhere near where NASA knows (or suspects) water to briefly

appear on the surface (they do have protocols in place to scrub the rovers at certain levels before

lift-off to ensure that they will not negatively impact the Martian environment - but they choose not to

do so). Again, not a bad read but based on the current evidence (the pictures), I will leave it to

others to decide on the likelihood of previous intelligent life on Mars.

Author gives very honest opinions regarding the photos and let's you make up your own mind as to

whether they are evidence of artifacts or not. Some of the photos are really incredible!Only negative

reaction I have is that he spent way too much time on the military/industrial complex and the

suppression of the truth since this is mentioned several times, and we all know it anyway.I know I

will spend hours looking at these amazing photos?

I've spent a couple of years reading books, watching YouTube videos and history channel

programs, all of them dribbling out the facts concerning extraterrestrial contact, presents and

history. Now this 70-year old man doesn't need anymore convincing. What I hope for more than

anything else is that my president will break the wall of silence and announce once and for all before

Congress or the UN or on 60 minutes at least that extraterrestrial civilizations exist, are present in

our solar system and visiting our planet and have been for decades if not centuries. That the "deep

state" has hidden the truth for 70 years and the situation is out of control and needs to be brought

out into the light of day for full scientific and political discussion.Of course the simple fact that the



deep state has and is doing everything in its power to discredit President Trump means that any

announcement by him will immediately be discredited as yet another lie. So I wonder if it's too late

for this US president to bring the world the truth. Maybe its up to the extraterrestrials themselves to

stage a full disclosure?

And we'll written book. If you haven't read Sitchin`s EArth Chronicles you should as it will begin to

answer many of your questions on life on the moon and Mars. The government's and their shadow

governments are chronic lists. Their agenda is to keep the world's people dumbed down.

I enjoyed this book very much. The author's sober approach in analyzing the anomalies seen on

Mars makes it a worthwhile read. Many of the images touted on the internet as proof positive of

alien intervention are carefully dissected and illustrated.
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